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Manufacturing ERP Software
Category

Manufacturing ERP software is an enterprise resource planning
solution that enables manufacturing firms to compete successfully in
the market. It facilitates more efficient management of manufacturing
processes and transforms the supply chain to help businesses achieve
production goals. Web-based manufacturing ERP solutions are
designed to address the concern of information breakup in
manufacturing companies. The software regulates business strategies
with a suite of modules. In addition, ERP is utilized as a link to improve
integration between all operation areas of the enterprise.

Manufacturing ERP software is easy to install and it simplifies the
manufacturing process via automated scheduling, planning, and
fulfillment. The system provides insightful data intelligence that
decreases administration costs and speeds up decision making. An
effective ERP tool is designed for the needs of the manufacturing
sector. It simplifies the IT environment to make all business processes
more effective and transparent.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted
average based on 3 parts:

CONTENT SCORE

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case
studies, success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)
Customer reference rating score
Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform
Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers
platform

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook
Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends
Organic SEO key term rankings
Company presence including # of press mentions

COMPANY SCORE

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)
Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12
months
Glassdoor ranking
Venture capital raised

Award Levels

2023
MANUFACTURING

ERP SOFTWARE MARKET LEADER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com
with substantial customer base &

market share. Leaders have the highest
ratio of customer success content,

content quality score, and social media
presence relative to company size.

2023
MANUFACTURING

ERP SOFTWARE TOP PERFORMER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com
with significant market presence and

resources and enough customer
reference content to validate their

vision. Top Performer's products are
highly rated by its customers but have
not achieved the customer base and

scale of a Market Leader.

2023
MANUFACTURING

ERP SOFTWARE RISING STAR

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com
that does not have the market

presence of Market Leaders or Top
Performers, but understands where the

market is going and has disruptive
technology. Rising Stars have been
around long enough to establish

momentum and a minimum amount of
customer reference content along with

a growing social presence.
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* Companies listed in alphabetical order

2023 Customer Success Awards

Check out this list of the highest rated Manufacturing ERP Software

based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

2023
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ERP SOFTWARE

2023
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ERP SOFTWARE

2023
MANUFACTURING

ERP SOFTWARE
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2023
MANUFACTURING

ERP SOFTWARE

ABOUT ABAS ERP

abas ERP System is a complete solution that provides your employees with exactly the
functions and information they need. All business areas will benefit from their extensive
product portfolio, which not only includes core ERP Software functions, but also a wide
range of valuable solutions from APS to project management. And with their mobile apps,
you can keep your data and processes under control, anytime and any place.

287 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

Despite the short time in which the abas ERP software has been
used at Bento, there have already been many improvements.
Transparency has increased and information is more readily
available. With its maximum control of the processes, abas is able
to provide real time information about processing status of
individual sales orders, for example. Thanks to its flexibility and
the constant improvements made to the ERP software, I am…

EKREM KARPAT
GENERAL MANAGER, NITTO BENTO

Abas ERP is easy to use and the standard is an option for all
users. With discipline, a manufacturer can get the most out of
abas without needing expensive support hours and without
stressing themselves over permission problems. The open Linux
system requires very little maintenance. At 8 years and counting,
the lifecycle of the hardware at Alme is already long and
extremely economical. The performance losses on our old…

CHRISTIAN TÄNNLER
CEO, ALME AG

Beckwood is in business to fundamentally change the way
customers approach manufacturing challenges. We offer
customized solutions that provide innovative and competitive
advantages to our customers. abas has provided that same idea
of change to us in how we operate on a day to day basis. Through
cutting edge features and a customizable interface, we have…

JOSH SCHROEDER
LEAD PROJECT MANAGER, BECKWOOD PRESS COMPANY

We are impressed by the flexibility of the abas ERP system and
how well it can adjust to meet our unique requirements. We have
successfully worked in conjunction with abas for years. It is
important to us that we have a support partner that understands
our needs and can implement the necessary changes.

ERICH DINKLER
MANAGING DIRECTOR, MANNTECH

TRUSTED BY
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2023
MANUFACTURING

ERP SOFTWARE

ABOUT APTEAN PROCESS MANUFACTURING ERP
PROCESSPRO EDITION

Aptean Process Manufacturing ERP ProcessPro Edition is a leading mid-market ERP software solution
for the process manufacturing industry. Designed specifically for manufacturers that combine
batches of mixtures, the software seamlessly integrates all aspects of plant operation, from beginning
order entry through manufacturing, packaging, shipping, inventory, and accounting. ProcessPro
Edition has been serving the the nutritional supplement, cosmetic, cannabis and specialty chemical
industries for more than 30 years.

72 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

ProcessPro has been a great improvement for us. It was
easy to implement and train! Most of the data could be
imported, and our implementation team at ProcessPro
was super helpful, guiding us step by step. Seeing how we
do things now with ProcessPro, I can’t even imagine how
we got by before we had it.

MICHELLE PUCH
CONTROLLER, PRIMROSE CANDY COMPANY

I chose ProcessPro to be our ERP solution, as I have many
years of experience with the software from previous
employment, and it has changed operations for the
better by keeping track of our inventory, orders,
accounting, and with the use of WMS, which bar codes
everything.

ERIC SIMPSON
PRESIDENT, SIMPSON LABS

The Aptean Industrial Manufacturing ERP allows us to
capture critical information and analytics for improving
and further automating business processes, giving us a
competitive advantage and helping Boston Centerless
earn a reputation for exceptional quality and service.

ROBERT BERGER
IT DIRECTOR, BOSTON CENTERLESS

We implemented Aptean Process Manufacturing ERP and
our ERP related IT costs decreased by 39% in the first year
of operation.

GERRY KAOUKIS
VP & CIO, HAMMOND GROUP, INC.

TRUSTED BY
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2023
MANUFACTURING

ERP SOFTWARE

ABOUT BATCHMASTER SOFTWARE

BatchMaster Software develops and implements formula based, process
manufacturing solutions for Food & Beverage, Chemicals, Personal Care &
Cosmetics, Nutraceuticals, Life Sciences, Pharmaceuticals, and other process
industries. BatchMaster Manufacturing runs with your existing QuickBooks, Sage
100 & 300, Microsoft Dynamics GP, and SAP Business One financials.

129 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

One of our favorite apps in BatchMaster
Manufacturing is Mobile Warehousing, which
provides updates to our database directly from
handheld devices. Using this mobile app for
scanning and recording transactions has allowed
us to reduce our inventory variances to very low
levels.

HUDSONVILLE ICE CREAM

We reviewed nearly 10 ERP solutions and found
BatchMaster ERP for Food to be the most
comprehensive manufacturing solution that would
also be easy to learn and use for our staff and that
could address the added complexities and
regulations in food manufacturing.

CHRISTIAN JONES
PURCHASER & ERP ADMINISTRATOR, BAR BAKERS, LLC

Using BatchMaster’s food manufacturing software
has helped us gain overall better vision into our
entire production processes. We now have tighter
control of our production batch process and we
have dramatically reduced the amount of time it
takes to turn around a mock product recall.

CAIN FOOD INDUSTRIES INC.

We have found BatchMaster’s chemical
manufacturing software to be one of the most
comprehensive, easiest-to-use solutions available.

UNITED GUARDIAN

TRUSTED BY
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2023
MANUFACTURING

ERP SOFTWARE

ABOUT DELMIAWORKS

DELMIAworks (formerly IQMS) became part of the Dassault Systèmes 3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud.
DELMIAworks Means Manufacturing. Born on the shop floor, their award-winning manufacturing ERP software is
tailored specifically for your factory’s environment. They understand your manufacturing challenges and deliver a
comprehensive solution that will set you on the path to operational excellence. Structured around end-to-end
visibility and control, their system uniquely combines manufacturing software, MES software, and ERP software to
improve every aspect of your business. Available in both cloud and premise-based…

118 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

From undergoing an extensive certification process with
our largest and most stringent customer to supporting
our specific lean manufacturing initiatives,
[DELMIAworks] has proven a true partner in our business.
In an industry as dynamic as the automotive industry,
[DELMIAworks] is the one constant we will continue to rely
upon as we move into the future.

MIKE HOPKINS
PRODUCTION MATERIAL CONTROL AND MIS MANAGER,
NISSEN CHEMITEC AMERICA

Potential customers are attracted to our real-time
capabilities and the fact that we have an ERP system that
touches all the various disciplines of our organization
from quoting through accounts receivables. Our current
customers are equally impressed with the way IQMS
supports our goal of 100% on-time delivery.

CHRISTOPHER EMERY
VICE PRESIDENT OF SALES, STURGIS MOLDED
PRODUCTS COMPANY

Apple Rubber offers the simplest to the most complicated
rubber part production with one of the highest quality
standards. [DELMIAworks] gives us the ability to have a
centralized system to monitor order entry, tool building,
live floor production and the quality of the parts being
produced all in one system.

JOHN TRANQUILLI
MATERIALS MANAGER, APPLE RUBBER PRODUCTS

In this tight market, there’s no room for error, and we
can’t afford to lose, either. With the information and
automation provided by DELMIAWORKS, both our pricing
and position are more competitive. In short,
DELMIAWORKS gives us a competitive edge.

MATT POISCHBEG
VICE PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER, SEA-LECT
PLASTICS

TRUSTED BY
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2023
MANUFACTURING

ERP SOFTWARE

ABOUT ECI SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

ECI Software Solutions family of companies provides business and e-commerce solutions, offering
on-premise and cloud-based technologies. For 20+ years, ECI companies have served the
manufacturing, office supplies, service technology, contract office furniture, lumber and building
materials, hardware and jan/san sectors. They are industry experts supporting the entrepreneurial
spirit and profitable growth of small and medium size enterprises.

265 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

We need a system that will cope with the complexities of
our product portfolio. We supply anything from a mouse
mat to a digital photo frame and we need a robust
system that can be customised to handle this. The
customisation is one of the main reasons why we have
chosen M1. Other systems in the same price range didn't
allow such levels of customisation. M1 has made it a lot
easier.

STEVE WHITE
COMPANY ACCOUNTANT, LISTAWOOD PROMOTIONAL
PRODUCTS

I use JobBOSS for my sales reports, recording
quote-to-job ratios for each sales engineer, and closed
job profit percentages. Every month I look at numbers of
quotes and win rate by individual. I can see how many
jobs were new and how many repeat, plus how many
dollars we ship on a given day, week, or month by
customer. Our next goal is monthly summary reports for
benchmarking year to year.

TOM MARQUEZ
DIRECTOR OF SALES, RONCELLI PLASTICS

We looked at a few different software suites. However, M1
was by far the most customisable and flexible, while ECI
came with a much better service offer than our existing
software vendor.

PAUL SALLOWAY
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT & SYSTEMS MANAGER, JH
RICHARDS

Because of improved inventory tracking with MRP, we’ve
seen improved on-time shipping and have gained greater
control of our receivables.

BOB MCCAFFREY
CO-OWNER, CORYDON CONVERTING

TRUSTED BY
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2023
MANUFACTURING

ERP SOFTWARE

ABOUT EPICOR

Epicor provides flexible, industry-specific software that is designed around the precise
needs of their manufacturing, distribution, retail, and service industry customers. With a
deep understanding of your industry, Epicor solutions promote growth while managing
complexity. The result is powerful solutions that do exactly what you need to free your
resources so you can profitably grow your business.

1904 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

Epicor allows us to track the status of jobs in real time as
they move through every point on the shop floor. As a
result, we can now make wise and quick decisions based
on Epicor reports and dashboards. We've even been able
to accurately instill additional buffer time into our quotes
to meet customer deadlines.

ALIS HOLGUIN
DIRECTOR OF MANUFACTURING, LIGHTING SERVICES
INC.

Epicor solutions has completely met our needs in an ERP
system. Ultimately, we chose Epicor because of its vast
experience in the manufacturing industry, high degree of
scalability, outstanding customization and other unique
advantages. We believe that Epicor ERP is the ideal
solution that can help us to expand our business.

ALAIN SEYEUX
MANAGING DIRECTOR, ENSIVAL MORET

By supporting a wide range of Quick Response
Manufacturing processes Epicor ERP 10 provides greater
flexibility which has helped us to significantly reduce our
lead-times. Through being able to react much faster than
ever before we have cut the time it takes us to deliver
parts from eight weeks down to just three weeks.

RONALD KOOT
CEO AND OWNER, BOERS AND CO

Epicor is the whole foundation of the operations part of
our business from finance, customer service, supply chain
functions, and manufacturing to support the business
globally. Customer service experience improved
significantly.

JEFF KNOWLER
CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER, STEEL BLUE

TRUSTED BY
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2023
MANUFACTURING

ERP SOFTWARE

ABOUT IFS

IFS develops and delivers cloud enterprise software for companies around the world who manufacture and
distribute goods, build and maintain assets, and manage service-focused operations. Within our single platform, our
industry specific products are innately connected to a single data model and use embedded digital innovation so
that our customers can be their best when it really matters to their customers – at the Moment of Service™. The
industry expertise of our people and of our growing ecosystem, together with a commitment to deliver value at
every single step, has made IFS a recognized leader and the most recommended supplier in our…

146 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

We chose IFS because it offers an intuitive
dispatch console that visualizes field service
processes, a mobile app for field service
technicians, and it can identify customers who
have high machine-failure risks.

HIDEO SUEDA
GENERAL MANAGER OF THE AGRICULTURAL
MACHINERY SERVICE DEPARTMENT, KUBOTA

The fact that IFS has both on-premise and
cloudbased options and can readily
accommodate moving from one deployment
model to the other was also appealing.

MATHEW WELLS
DISTRIBUTION OPERATIONS SUPERINTENDENT,
COLORADO SPRINGS UTILITIES

We selected IFS because it enables us to
manage our entire value chain from field
ticketing and work orders on a mobile device
used by the technician, to the general ledger.

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
ENDEAVOR ENERGY SERVICES

We stacked IFS up against its competitors, but
it was IFS’s strength in manufacturing and
forecasting that put it head and shoulders
above the rest.

LANCE SCHULTZ
IT DIRECTOR, KLN FAMILY BRANDS

TRUSTED BY
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2023
MANUFACTURING

ERP SOFTWARE

ABOUT MIE SOLUTIONS

MIE Solutions is the leading provider of production control software for the entire manufacturing sector.
Incorporating Estimating, RFQ's, Work Orders, Purchasing, MRP, Stock Control, Costing, Scheduling, Reporting,
Optional Shop Floor Data Capture, Delivery Notes and Invoices with many links to external accounting packages. MIE
Trak Pro is the market leading software for sheet metal fabricators, precision engineers, and manufacturers. It can
be adapted to incorporate any manufacturing processes if required…

149 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

MIE Trak has enabled us to take make a huge growth transition in
our business. We are an agile, design-based manufacturing
company, and always found it too difficult and time consuming to
put processes around what we did on a day to day basis. We
persevered with a fragmented and inconsistent collection of
spreadsheets for far too long. Now, working through MIE Trak Pro
right from the quoting stage, all information is captured from
sales intent right through to manufacturing then delivery, giving
our people a consistent framework to work within.

PAUL HUGHES
MANAGING DIRECTOR AND CEO, INTEGRA SYSTEMS

I like that this software encompasses so many aspects of our
manufacturing business from the beginning (quoting) to the end
of invoicing and quality reports. I also truly appreciate the quick
response from MIE Trak employees when help is needed. We are
more efficient, we have amazing trace-ability, we are able to track
labor and trends in cost all in one quick system. You will want to
have this software for your business efficiency. You will be in
goods hands throughout the whole time of use.

JESSICA RODRIGUEZ
D & B PRECISION PRODUCTS

Our company uses both Kiosk and Track in our daily operations.
We use Trak in order to purchase, produce manufacturing and
sales orders, invoicing and metric reporting. Our company is ISO
9001:2015 certified (one of the first in Oregon) and using MIE Trak
to help us meet our quality objectives and requirements is vital to
our success.

JASON D’ OISEAUX
NSI MFG

We have been working with MIE and its manufacturing MRP
software – MIETrak for a few years now and have always found
both the software and the team at MIE effective and productive in
both their capabilities and the product and service they provide.

IAIN COLLIS
MANAGING DIRECTOR, METAL ASSEMBLIES LTD
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ABOUT PLEX SYSTEMS

Plex Systems, Inc.® delivers industry-leading ERP, MES, and Industrial IoT solutions to manufacturers across process
and discrete industries. Plex pioneered cloud solutions for the production line, connecting suppliers, machines,
people, systems, data, and customers with capabilities that are easy to configure, deliver continuous innovation, and
reduce IT costs. With insight from the shop floor to the top floor®, the Plex Manufacturing Cloud® helps companies
see and understand every aspect of their business ecosystems, enabling them to transform their businesses and
lead with precision, efficiency, and agility in an ever-changing…

262 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

Plex has enabled us to integrate our manufacturing operations
with our business. The two entities are no longer separated. If I'm
producing out on the floor, I'm doing that in Plex. If I'm receiving,
I'm doing it in Plex. If I'm shipping, I'm doing it in Plex. Having
real-time information on every aspect of our business is what’s
enabling us to reduce our inventory holdings, better track our
finished goods, and much more.

GARN EVANS
VICE PRESIDENT OF IT, MOTUS

With the improvements we’ve made through Plex, we now see
ourselves as manufacturing leaders. We’re a tier-one supplier to
the electric vehicle industry, and with that comes an expectation
of highly productive processes and high-performing products.
Plex plays a crucial role in enabling us to create value for our
customers.

EDUARDO ARANA
DEPUTY MANAGING DIRECTOR, EUROTRANCIATURA
MEXICO

Plex is the most versatile solution to use in a manufacturing
environment. We run the costing function to get the cost
associated with each part and each activity. We know where and
how to utilize our resources efficiently and are able to make
better business decisions. Without Plex, we wouldn’t have been
able to handle the company’s impressive growth.

MATT KORTH
PRESIDENT, AVON GEAR COMPANY

Every one of our employees is involved in the business from a
financial standpoint— working towards lower costs, higher
quality, and better performance—and the Plex Manufacturing
Cloud supports that.

RANDY GARRESTON
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR, ARGENT INTERNATIONAL
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ABOUT QAD

QAD Inc. is a leading provider of enterprise software and services designed for global manufacturing companies. For
more than 35 years, QAD has provided global manufacturing companies with QAD Enterprise Applications, an
enterprise resource planning (ERP) system that supports operational requirements, including financials,
manufacturing, demand and supply chain planning, customer management, business intelligence and business
process management. QAD Enterprise Applications is offered in flexible deployment models in the cloud,
on-premise or in a blended…

148 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

I feel confident that as the digital
disruption continues to impact the entire
automotive industry, QAD will help us
rapidly respond to demand fluctuations,
improve forecast accuracy and help our
business grow.

CHAIWAT NASONGKHLA
GENERAL MANAGER, HAPM MAGNA SEATING SYSTEM

There is no other software with the ability
to address all these challenges so
effectively. QAD fully supports the entire
winemaking process from the vineyards,
through production to the global
consumer.

JUAN GUERRERO
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, VIÑA UNDURRAGA

QAD is a great fit for food and beverage
companies. It has all the right tools, all
the right functionality for all phases of
food and beverage manufacturing.

ANDY SCHMIDT
IT DIRECTOR, SUN-MAID

Moving to QAD Cloud ERP makes us more
flexible, agile and reliable.

LAURENCE HEADINGTON
IT MANAGER, TSUBAKIMOTO UK
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ABOUT SYSPRO ERP SOFTWARE

Established in 1978, SYSPRO is an industry-built Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution designed to simplify
business complexity for manufacturers and distributors worldwide. SYSPRO provides an end-to-end business
solution for optimized cost control, streamlined business processes, improved productivity, and real-time data
analysis for comprehensive reporting and decision-making. SYSPRO is highly scalable and can be deployed either in
the cloud, on-premise, or accessed via any mobile device. Combined with a practical approach to technology and a
passionate commitment to…

345 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

SYSPRO gives us the ability to track multiple orders in the
shop at various stages of completion, so we have
consistent manufacturing flow. It gives us the capability
to schedule and track jobs, thereby enabling us to
accommodate orders we might not otherwise be able to.
By knowing inventory on hand, we can determine our
ability to meet a customer’s required delivery date,
helping to improve customer service and satisfaction. We
can also adjust inventory levels with sales orders and
track inventory costs.

JASON BILLS
BENCHMADE KNIFE COMPANY

I attribute the company’s surging growth to a Food
Manufacturing formula that includes creative, high
quality food solutions, top-of-the-line ingredients, flawless
manufacturing techniques, resourceful marketing, and an
enterprise resource planning (ERP) software solution from
SYSPRO, Costa Mesa, Calif.

JOE ALONSO
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, TWO CHEFS ON A ROLL

SYSPRO provides both strong financials and powerful
manufacturing software that has the flexibility to handle
our private label make-toorder and our Compact
branded make-to-stock operations.

MATT HANCHER
IT DIRECTOR, COMPACT INDUSTRIES

SYSPRO has enabled us to speed order turnaround by
bringing greater efficiencies to order management,
forecasting and the manufacturing process itself.

JARROD BARKER
IT MANAGER, XRP, INC.
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ABOUT DATACOR

Datacor, Inc., founded in 1981, has been the leading provider of business management
software solutions for Process Manufacturers and Chemical Distributors. Its Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solutions were
created by developers who understand the challenges and idiosyncrasies of the industries
they have served for over 30 years.

44 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

Datacor ERP has tied all of the information we need into
one centralized system. When we move an item in the
wireless system, the information is immediately reflected
across the rest of the ERP solution. Our distribution and
manufacturing operations are far more agile because we
now know precisely what products we have or need, in
what quantities and exactly where they are located.

RANDY BYLE
IT DIRECTOR, HAVILAND ENTERPRISES, INC

We are very happy to have chosen Datacor and would
definitely recommend them to others. Implementing a
new ERP solution is never easy, but having the support
from their highly trained team has made all the
difference. They have been a tremendous asset to us in
our transition from Sage.

JOHN REILLEY
COMPTROLLER, PARISER INDUSTRIES INC

With our previous system, we did a lot of double manual
entries and logs. With Datacor ERP, the system
automatically calculates and tracks that information for
us. It has streamlined our business saving us time and
increased our efficiency.

LACIE PERKINS
OFFICE MANAGER, C&L AQUA PROFESSIONALS, INC

Our business has grown and become more profitable.
Datacor and Chempax have certainly played a role in
helping us manage our growth.

ED STEINMAN
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, WHITAKER OIL COMPANY
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ABOUT EXPANDABLE SOFTWARE

Expandable Software, Inc. develops, markets and supports an integrated manufacturing software
suite designed to help expanding manufacturers manage their long-term growth with a single ERP
system implementation. The company’s distinguished record of high customer satisfaction is
consistent over its 25-year history supporting companies manufacturing a variety of products
including medical devices, electronics and consumer goods. Expandable customers range from
startups to growing manufacturers with annual revenues approaching the billion dollar mark.

30 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

The people who helped us were familiar with both the
manufacturing and accounting aspects of a business. In
addition, unlike third-party consultants who have to know
a little bit about a lot of programs, the people from
Expandable were experts in their own software. Because
the structure of the program is so logical, it was easy for
people to understand the flow of data through the
system.

DAVID PIERCE
OPERATIONS MANAGER, TOM'S OF MAINE

Expandable was perfect for LDT's needs because it was
relatively inexpensive and could be implemented quickly,
yet it provided all of the basic capabilities of the high-end
systems. We wanted more than a handful of people to be
able to use the ERP system, and Expandable seemed easy
enough for everyone to understand.

MARC ZEMLICK
MANAGER, LASER DIAGNOSTIC TECHNOLOGIES

Administrative time required to support a manufacturing
activity has been reduced by more than 50%. During our
first year of operation, we had three accountants in the
company. Now, even though our manufacturing volume
is much higher, one accountant can handle the work.

NANCY ROBINSON
GENERAL ACCOUNTANT, AURORA NETWORKS

Expandable is easy to manage because it is stable. The
universality of Expandable also minimizes the need for
user support. The interface is consistent throughout the
entire system so that once I show a user how to use one
module they can usually pick up the others on their own.

KEVIN BOBST
MANAGER OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS, MONTEREY
GOURMET FOODS, INC.
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ABOUT FENETECH

FeneTech develops and markets the leading software solution for the fenestration
industry. One system, one solution, one well-oiled manufacturing machine. Producers of
the preeminent ERP software system for window and door manufacturers and glass
fabrication companies, FeneTech serves customers worldwide, providing implementation,
training, and support services.

61 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

Using our old system, our customers were placing
orders online, but it was very cumbersome.
Managing complex pricing scenarios are much
easier with FeneVision, and having an automatic
workstation-based quality alert system within the
manufacturing process is key.

LAURA DOERGER-ROBERTS
PRESIDENT, VINYLMAX

FeneVision is robust and flexible, and we can
customize it locally without involving a system
administrator from FeneTech. We’re already
creating the platforms for our new products and
lines this year in our system.

PATRICK GOODRICH
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, SEAWAY
MANUFACTURING

FeneTech is not only delivering a software
solution—they’re delivering knowledge about the
features and functions of the software that we can
leverage to our advantage and get the most out of
our production.

ANTONIO COLALILLO
PRESIDENT & CEO, STAGE WINDOWS & DOORS

The software is so flexible with the availability of
validation conditions, visibility expressions and
production groups. The system is easy to use and
easy to manage.

JAMIE MALLERY
INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGER, POLARIS WINDOWS
& DOORS
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ABOUT MRPEASY

MRPeasy is an easy-to-use, cloud-based production planning (MRP) software for
small and medium-sized manufacturers. The business model is
subscription-based, dramatically reducing clients' up-front costs, which are often
a barrier for new companies.

195 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

If you are a manufacturing business with assembly work,
MRPeasy is a great app. It integrates easily with Shopify and
orders are seamlessly synchronised between the systems. We
have just migrated from another software and we are very happy
we did the swap to a dedicated MRP system. The UI is modern and
intuitive and the logic is relevant. It is however a steep learning
curve if you have little or no previous experience with
manufacturing software. The online material from MRPeasy is
great so it’s good advice you watch the videos and get a proper…

FIGGE BOKSJO
MANAGING DIRECTOR, BEEAUTIFY AUSTRALIA

MRPeasy gives us the ability to track all of our manufacturing lot
costs right down to the individual serial number of our products.
MRPeasy provides the software as a remote service and has never
been unavailable to us except in very rare maintenance windows.
Just like its name, it was easy to implement, and we can
manufacture our products to a rigid flow ensuring safe and
quality product. All these advantages and no server to have to
manage.

BRANDON AMES
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ANICELL BIOTECH

We see already the following benefits of using MRPeasy: Better
management of stock including purchase orders, inventory and
waste management. More accurate production planning and
analysis of completed jobs. Analysis of worker performance.
Integration with Xero has saved time in accounting. Cloud
integration and speed. The learning curve is small, and the…

DANIEL MAJOR
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, NORDIC ALUMINIUM

MRPeasy is a game-changer for medium and small
manufacturing companies in growth. It has provided us with [the]
competitive advantage we needed to increase capacity, customer
satisfaction, productivity and overall performance. We are very
happy with the system.

STEFANO BOSCOLO
DIRECTOR, WORKING LINER SERVICES
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ABOUT OPTIPROERP

OptiProERP is the next generation business management solution for manufacturers and distributors. Their
comprehensive solution is built on the #1 business management platform for SMEs (SAP Business One), provides
the latest generation of cloud ERP, and delivers industry-specific functionality and solutions to optimize your
engineering, manufacturing, distribution, and business processes. In doing so, OptiProERP eliminates the fail points
of legacy solutions and ensures that you are ready for today and the future. OptiProERP helps you run simple and
compete in the digital…

54 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

They were very clear about what was possible and were
really good at explaining the analogy to their background
in discrete manufacturing. They came at it from the
understanding that it didn’t matter what you were
producing, there are proven ways to track production
and implement those. That really is what got us turned on
to OptiProERP.

TRAVIS POE
FACILITY DIRECTOR/FOUNDER, HENDRX

OptiProERP checked all our needed functionality boxes
and is a complete all-in-one system. I liked that
OptiProERP’s modern manufacturing ERP solution is fully
integrated into SAP Business One, and that the system
would be fully implemented and supported by
OptiProERP without any third-party solutions or vendors.

ERIC KIRKMAN
VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER, MMCI
AUTOMATION

I view OptiProERP as a tool like I do a screw driver. It gets
integrated into our processes. OptiProERP gives us the
ability to track inventory, to control certain aspects of our
processes, and it gives us reporting facilities that
otherwise could be laborious to extract inventory levels,
for example.

DAVID NOLTE
VICE PRESIDENT OF MANUFACTURING AND QUALITY,
SERIOUS INTEGRATED, INC.

The OptiProERP solution has given us full visibility and
control of our business, intercompany process, and
global operations. We now operate more efficiently and
profitably and are in a better position to meet our
aggressive growth goals.

JAIDEEP JAIN
MANAGING DIRECTOR, TESLA TRANSFORMERS INDIA
LTD.
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ABOUT SYNERGY RESOURCES

Synergy Resources is a group of 90+ highly experienced business professionals
with a more extensive knowledge of the Infor ERP VISUAL product than anyone.
Between the business software and the professional services offered, they help
manufacturing & distribution companies improve their productivity & profitability
while gaining a competitive edge.

199 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

The Synergy Resources team laid the foundation for our
manufacturing operations. They helped us develop best
practices and operating procedures so we can run our
business more efficiently. I’m very happy with the level of
service we’ve received from Synergy Resources. They’re a
professional and helpful team that has always been there
for us whenever we needed them.

CAROL’S DAUGHTER

The technical services from Synergy Resources are great
partners and a trusted resource! For more than 20 years,
they have not only helped with upgrades, reports, and
extensibility, but also helped us understand Infor ERP
capabilities and how we could leverage them to gain
efficiencies and improve our processes.

MELISSA CARVAHLO
VICE PRESIDENT IT, EA DION

We looked at a number of software packages for
replacing the old system we had, but selected Infor
VISUAL for providing the best combination of support for
manufacturing, order entry, and distribution – with the
greatest flexibility to meet our needs.

CHRIS JAKUBOWSKY
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, ROYAL PRODUCTS

VISUAL ERP offers us an integrated approach to all our
core manufacturing requirements.

WALLACE VIDAL
IT MANAGER, GRUPO BTM
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ABOUT VORMITTAG ASSOCIATES

Vormittag Associates is a leading, independent, mid-market ERP software developer renowned for its flexible
solutions and ability to automate critical business functions for the distribution, manufacturing, specialty retail, and
service sectors. An IBM Gold Business Partner, VAI is the 2012 IBM Beacon Award Winner for Outstanding Solutions
for Midsize Businesses. VAI continues to innovate with new solutions that leverage analytics, business intelligence,
mobility, and cloud technology to help customers make more informed business decisions in real-time and
empower their mobile workforces. VAI is headquartered in Ronkonkoma, NY with offices in Florida,…

166 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

At COMP Cams, we play the role of both manufacturer and
distributor, so the challenges we face and prepare for to meet
customer demand are unique. VAI's MRP solution provides total
inventory visibility, which leads to fewer resources invested in
products that sit on shelves and, ultimately, improved customer
service. We use VAI’s MRP solution daily to schedule everything
from manufacturing the packaging to developing the finished
goods. The powerful forecasting technology has resulted in
increased purchasing by as much as 25 percent in some areas…

SCOTT MILLER
VICE PRESIDENT OF PROCUREMENT, COMP CAMS

The most important requirement in choosing an ERP solution was
to have every location up on one system. We looked at others ERP
solutions, and even investigated within our own systems, to see
what other technologies could help us grow. Nobody was able to
meet the needs that we had from an accounting, manufacturing
and distribution standpoint. VAI’s on-site support was beyond
anything we could have imagined.

HERB CHOW
IT DIRECTOR, FOUR STAR SALON SERVICES

Our virtual payment platform is designed to seamlessly offer both
suppliers and manufacturers the ability to easily and safely
accept payment electronically. We’re delighted to work with a
trusted and established ERP provider like VAI, and look forward to
providing their customers with a variety of innovative financial…

BOB SNEED
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF CORPORATE PAYMENTS,
COMDATA

Given the amount of product we manufacture and distribute, we
needed a technology that could be fully integrated, easy to use,
and up and running in a matter of weeks. We are extremely
pleased with VAI S2K Enterprise, and the almost-immediate
benefits we’re seeing on the shop floor, in terms of how we
manage our inventory.

SHELDON SMITH
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, COLLEGE WOODWORK
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ABOUT WINMAN ERP

WinMan is a powerful ERP Software solution aimed specifically at the manufacturing,
distribution, e-commerce and retail sectors. Covering all aspects of Manufacturing,
Distribution, CRM, Service Management, Financials, eCommerce, ePOS and associated
functions, WinMan has been developed from the ground up as an integrated business
system for forward thinking enterprises.

68 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

Our WinMan ERP system allows me to directly and quickly access
the management information I need to run the business –
real-time reporting of key performance indicators such as
operating efficiencies and deliveries. Vitally, more consistent
pricing gives a truer margin on the work we perform. Meanwhile
the system has supported our company’s strategy of investment
for growth and its ability to meet delivery promises, hence
strengthening its reputation in the marketplace as a reliable and
trustworthy supplier. An accurate delivery date to the nearest day
can now be assigned by our sales administration staff within
half-an-hour of an order being placed. We proudly meet over…

IAN SHEPPARD
MANAGING DIRECTOR, WESTIN DESIGN

For more than ten years, the highly functional and versatile
WinMan ERP system has provided the cornerstone for our
successful growth, and we are particularly proud to have grown
to become no.1 in the UK marketplace by supplying our
acclaimed steel access covers and grilles which are 100% British
made. WinMan is as important to us as ever, now that we are
aiming our innovative products not only at the home market but
also at foreign countries planning serious investment in new
infrastructure.

RICHARD HILTON
MANAGING DIRECTOR AND CO-FOUNDER, FABWELD
STEEL PRODUCTS

The ERP software enables us to communicate with all
departments from the back office. It covers all aspects of CRM,
distribution and stock control, financials and manufacturing; and
we are able to access detailed analysis of all aspects of the…

CLAIRE JENNENS
PROJECT MANAGER, THERMASET

With WinMan you know exactly what you are getting – it does
what it says on the tin. And that is providing a true lean enabling
ERP system that is scalable, flexible and powerful enough to work
equally as well in every Magal company.

MARTIN BLACKBURN
GROUP IT MANAGER, MAGAL ENGINEERING TECH LTD
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ABOUT XTUPLE

xTuple is a great place for small and rapidly expanding businesses to start. So, if you're
finding your current inventory management software is struggling with your rate of growth,
xTuple aims itself at scaling businesses and is an excellent option. xTuple is building a
reputation with customers for three things: (1) faster deployments, (2) better-matched
enterprise technology options, and (3) affordability.

44 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

One of the most cost-effective business tools we use
day-in and day-out to run our operations is xTuple. We
have the flexibility to extend the functionality to meet our
needs; we're not constrained by the software. All of our
products are made-to-order; that’s thousands of different
configurations of our products — and they all require a
quick turnaround for us to stay competitive. Using xTuple
has helped us run and grow our business.

OPERATIONS VICE PRESIDENT
MAGNA-POWER ELECTRONICS

The latest version of xTuple is the best yet, It
demonstrates their commitment to taking feedback from
its customers and incorporating those ideas back into the
product. For every reason that we decided to purchase
the xTuple solution, it has worked out. It continues to
exceed our expectations.

HARRY MULLER-THYM
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, THYMLY PRODUCTS

What set xTuple apart from the start was how solid the
functionality was for the price. Most small- to mid-sized
companies cannot afford the more expensive ERP
systems out there, but they do need a system. xTuple's
offering was clearly the best value.

WES JACOBS
GENERAL MANAGER, CREAMER METAL PRODUCTS

xTuple ERP is used for faytech's sourcing, warehouse
management, article management, production, capital
management, as well as for writing invoices to faytech's
customers.

ARNE WEBER
FACTORY MANAGER, FAYTECH
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ABOUT CRESCENTONE

Glovia is a supplier of manufacturing, supply chain and ERP systems. The company has product roots
back to the Xerox Chess application. Glovia is distinguished from other ERP application providers as it
was designed and developed by manufacturers for manufacturers. Glovia has a wide range of
manufacturing customers in automotive, aerospace & defense, and consumer products.

30 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

With [CrescentOne], we’ve improved our visibility
and have been able to streamline operations to
deliver critical on-site dates for our customers, with
lead times that our competitors decline to offer.
Now our ship date to promise date averages two
days early for standard orders.

CARLA GATZKE
ENTERPRISE INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGER,
DAKTRONICS

The great thing is that [CrescentOne] is geared up
to our industry. We are now confident that our
inventories are correct, that we have accurate sales
figures and an accurate full breakdown of material
costs. [CrescentOne] has given us a tighter ship and
a more efficient business.

MIKE MITSCH
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, KEIHIN AIRCON

[CrescentOne’s] Configurator was a key component
of the decision making process because of its
flexible capabilities. The solution reacts to project
changes immediately to rebalance supplies,
resources and demands.

BILL ROCHE
ERP TEAM LEADER, FIVE STAR ALLIANCE

Of the solutions that met all our requirements,
[CrescentOne] was the most cost-effective and the
best fit solution for our business in terms of
streamlining business processes and reducing
costs.

GAIL CASSIN
CORPORATE IT MANAGER, MUNTERS GROUP
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ABOUT FIDELIO ERP

Commsoft Technologies is the developer of Fidelio, a specialized ERP software for
wholesalers, distributors and manufacturers. Since 1999, the company supports
SMEs by helping them optimize their business processes to improve their
performance and gain in competitiveness.

45 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

We no longer have delays between the time
the order is entered in the system and the
start of its production. Information is
obtained in real time, increasing the speed at
which we process manufacture orders. Our
inventories are more accurate and we have
gone paperless.

MARTIN DEBLOIS
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, ISOLOFOAM

Everything is easier and more intuitive with
Fidelio. From data searching to analysis and
verification. Preparing orders, managing our
inventory and even managing our invoice
buybacks.

AUDREY LAURIN
VP OF FINANCES AND ADMINISTRATION, LA PETITE
BRETONNE

Easy navigation through data is my favourite
feature of Fidelio. From the top down or up
from the bottom, everything is a few clicks
away.

ISABELLE GAUTHIER
BUSINESS ANALYST, CORACTIVE

Fidelio became a favourite due to its rich
features and integration: it was a great
value-add for my company.

DENIS PARENT
PRESIDENT, DISTRIBUTION PARAL
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ABOUT GENIUS ERP

Genius ERP delivers a complete enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution, including software, implementation
services, and field expertise for small to mid-sized custom manufacturers across the US and Canada. Genius ERP is
built for SME manufacturers handling make-to-order, engineer-to-order, custom-to-order, and assemble-to-order
manufacturing. Gain complete oversight of your shop, including accurate estimating, product engineering, inventory
control, production planning, smart scheduling and accounts management. Simplify complex manufacturing with
Genius…

65 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

Overall, Genius Manufacturing ERP has
allowed our business to be more
proactive, rather than reactive, in
providing top quality products and
services to our valued customers.

PAT KENNEDY
PRESIDENT, KENNEDY TANK & MANUFACTURING CO.,
INC.

With the implementation of the Genius
Manufacturing system, we’re able to see
things in process and we’re able to keep
histories of job profitability. We know
much more now than we ever did.

JIM HODGES
CFO, FIL-TREK

Genius Manufacturing is at the heart of
our business: it has increased our
productivity by more than 30%. Genius
Manufacturing is a must for all of our
company's activity.

ANDRÉ HOUDE
OPERATIONS MANAGER, NOMOS SYSTEMS

Implementation of our Genius
Manufacturing software was short and
painless. Even with over 200,000 parts in
stock, Genius completes our inventory in
just 4 hours!

PIERRE OLIVIER
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING, LEDDARTECH
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ABOUT JOBSCOPE

Jobscope is a leading provider of manufacturing ERP software & services, helping
order-driven businesses improve operational performance & increase revenue. Jobscope
Manufacturing ERP Software provides tools for real-time job costing, CRM, estimating,
budgeting, invoicing, shop floor scheduling, labor collection, MRP, material control,
purchasing, integration to CAD, financial reporting and business intelligence.

35 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

JOBSCOPE gives us complete job costing
information which is critical to efficiently running a
job shop manufacturing facility. Having immediate
access to real-time cost information is key to our
operations and future growth of the company.
JOBSCOPE is ideal for Job Shop manufacturing
companies like MP Husky.

DUSTY HENRY
PRESIDENT, MP HUSKY

Having immediate access to real-time cost
information is key to our operations and future
growth of the company. JOBSCOPE manufacturing
software is made for crane manufacturing ETO
companies and that is exactly what we do.

KAREN NORHEIM
VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN CRANE & EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION

Using JOBSCOPE, we are more efficient in
scheduling, materials management, planning,
warehousing and shipping. That helps us meet
company objectives and keep our customers
satisfied.

KALLIE SWARTZ
DIRECTOR OF MATERIALS, PAR SYSTEMS

It is a great fit for metal fabrication and every
aspect of or manufacturing processes are handled
by JOBSCOPE. For us, it’s easy to see where we are
at any time for any job.

TOMMY SINCLAIR
VICE PRESIDENT, ENGINEERED PRODUCTS
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ABOUT KATANA

Katana is a fast-growing startup and the new best friend of makers, crafters,
designers and small manufacturers. It's all a small manufacturing business needs
- you can sell, make and ship from one dashboard. Hailing from Estonia, they
have clients from most of the bigger worldwide markets and are looking to make
Katana known in every village and city across the globe.

66 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

Katana's bill of materials (BOM) is a tremendous help in
our manufacturing process and overall production
management. Integrations with Shopify and Xero also
play a big role in business management, helping us
streamline our operations from sales orders to
ready-made goods. We can now manage both B2B and
B2C orders with greater ease.

NADIA HUSSAIN
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGER, RAW COFFEE COMPANY

With Katana, we were finally able to get a full overview of
our manufacturing processes and material inventory.
This software not only helped us significantly improve our
production planning, but we are now twice as productive,
as we save so much time on daily operations.

PABLO BAQUE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, WALK WITH ME

We have fully integrated with Katana, Shopify and
Quickbooks for the entirety of our manufacturing process
and have been using it for about 6 months now. This
software is amazing and the features keep coming.

KYLE KOSTER
RANGE LEATHER

Katana has integrated seamlessly with Shopify, and we
now get a current view of stock levels enabling us to
schedule both purchasing and manufacturing.

CHRIS FOX
IGNITE DIGI
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ABOUT MISYS MANUFACTURING

MISys Manufacturing offers one of the lowest cost-of-ownership solutions for small manufacturers while designed to
grow with the success of industrial customers, offering a scalable solution which provides the needed additional
power by simply plugging in a new module. MISys Manufacturing software products are sold directly by the company
as well as hundreds of business partners in forty-eight countries. MISys Manufacturing offers a comprehensive
solution for all industries, with specific functionality for food & beverage, auto parts, industrial machinery, and
plastics manufacturers…

48 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

Our company has been using MISys for several years. We
manufacture completed items and sub-assemblies, and individual
replacement parts. We really needed to keep track of our
inventory more efficiently than a spreadsheet and MISys was the
solution. The on-Line training has been good but we have found it
challenging to find the time we need to learn how to use the MRP
features and also Serial/Lot Tracking. Support provides great
assistance when we need them.

LINDA K.
DATA SPECTRUM CORPORATION

When I first encountered MISys at this company I looked at it and
saw what looked like an older software application built by a
small company. My experience has changed over the last 6
months as this software is easy to use, mostly intuitive and is
extremely easy and straightforward to maintain. Also whenever I
have had to reach out to the company, the service is phenomenal.

MICHAEL
CEMTEK KVB-ENERTEC

We work with four different suppliers and it is important for us to
be able to track each part back to the original manufacturer in
cases where faulty parts affect the quality of our product. MISys
allows us to do this and enables us to more easily troubleshoot
and solve problems, which has made it possible for us to earn the
quality assurance certification, ISO 9001.

AMIT KAPOOR
PRESIDENT AND CO-FOUNDER, FIRST LINE
TECHNOLOGY

MISys Manufacturing gives RedXDefense the ability to synthesize
critical information and react to it as quickly as possible. We know
that the scheduling and purchasing recommendations coming
out of the MRP system are accurate and address our real needs.
MISys gives us the information and the confidence we need to
manage our growth.

ADAM PUGACZEWSKI
PRODUCTION MANAGER, REDXDEFENSE
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ABOUT PRIORITY SOFTWARE

Priority software is a leading US ERP software company focused on developing and implementing cost-effective,
flexible and customized ERP solutions. Over 75,000 customers and 8,700 businesses worldwide rely on Priority to
manage and grow their business, across a wide range of industries. These include: Financial and operational ERP
software for SME, ERP in the cloud, logistics ERP, warehouse management software, human resources management
software, employee attendance software, retail industry ERP software, high tech, pharmaceuticals, finance,
construction and…

49 TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES
VIEW ALL

REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS

The new Priority system provides us with
a high level of control over all of our
activities. The project included
implementation and integration with our
core systems, giving us full transparency.
This enabled us to identify potential
problems in the early project stages.

AVSHALOM FELBER
CEO & PRESIDENT, IDE TECHNOLOGIES

With Priority, we discovered a platform
with a broad solution and very high
flexibility to support the many processes
in our organization with projects on time
and on budget.

ELDAD HERSHTIG
SR. VP, CIO & HEAD OF OPERATIONS, TASE

In just 9 months, we implemented Priority
at all 5 company sites for 250 users. We
implemented Priority ERP with 1/5 of the
planned budget.

NEOPHARM

One of Priority's strongest features is the
system's customization ability. Priority
effortlessly fits our business like a glove.

YOAV SHTAL
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, EASTRONICS
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